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interviews with both players over the last decade to narrate the rivalry, and its impact not only on the players,
The Roger Federer Story Rene Stauffer 2007 Regarded by many as the greatest tennis player in the history

but on the sport itself. Documenting their respective wins and losses, hopes and disappointments, and

of the sport, this authoritative biography is based on many exclusive interviews with Federer and his family as

relationships with their rivals, Fest formulates a unique biography of two of the greatest players of tennis.

well as the author's experience covering the international tennis circuit for many years. Completely

Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint, is proud to publish a broad range of books for

comprehensive, it provides an informed account of the Swiss tennis star from his early days as a

readers interested in sports—books about baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball,

temperamental player on the junior circuit, through his early professional career, to his winning major tennis

hockey, or soccer, we have a book about your sport or your team. In addition to books on popular team

tournaments, including the U.S. Open and Wimbledon. Readers will appreciate the anecdotes about his early

sports, we also publish books for a wide variety of athletes and sports enthusiasts, including books on

years, revel in the insider's view of the professional tennis circuit, and be inspired by this champion's rise to

running, cycling, horseback riding, swimming, tennis, martial arts, golf, camping, hiking, aviation, boating, and

the top of his game.

so much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national

Rafa Nadal Marta Barroso 2017-04-11 Thanks to his modest personality, from an early age the great tennis

bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other

player Rafa Nadal discovered what really matters, and the values that would be the guiding principles for his

publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

life. Guided Reading Level: P, Lexile Level: 930L

Roger Federer: the Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends Clayton Geoffreys 2017-03-12 Learn

Rafa Nadal Dominic Bliss 2022-05-24 This book is the complete guide to one of the greatest tennis players of

the Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends, Roger Federer! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,

the 21st century, winner of 22 grand slam men's singles titles, and undisputed King of the tennis court,

tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle

Spain's raging bull, Rafael Nadal. This fully illustrated biography charts his journey to the top, from his early

edition for yourself! In Roger Federer: The Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends, you will learn

days being coached by his uncle Toni in Mallorca and dreaming of being a professional footballer, through his

the inspirational story of one of tennis' premier players, Roger Federer. Few players have dominated the

early tournament career, turning professional, his first senior ATP win, first grand slam win at Roland Garros,

game of tennis as much as Federer. As of early 2017, Federer holds eighteen Grand Slam singles titles, the

first Wimbledon win and first Olympic gold medal and record breaking 21st Grand Slam win. Written by

most in history for a male tennis player. When Federer ultimately retires, he will easily go down as one of the

Dominic Bliss, a veteran tennis journalist who has followed Nadal’s career closely both on and off the court,

greatest to ever play the game. Federer has demonstrated not only what it means to be a champion, but how

this biography tracks Rafa’s journey from painfully shy pin-up boy to senior statesman on the ATP Tour who

to carry oneself as a champion on and off the court. In this unauthorized biography, we'll explore Federer's

continues to conquer worldwide, most recently claiming his 14th Roland Garros and 22nd Grand Slam title at

journey to becoming one of the all-time greats, and learn what it has taken him to reach where he is today.

the French Open in June 2022. Structured around 10 key matches in his long career, it takes readers from

Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood Junior Years and Early Career First

his first national junior championship win at age 14 (when he played with the pain of a broken finger on his

Major Title 2003 Wimbledon Rise to Number 1 and Dominance Federer's Rivals Federer's Personal Life

racquet hand) through to his 21st Grand Slam title in January 2022, where he came back from two sets down

Roger Federer's Impact The Legacy of Roger Federer An excerpt from the book: There are four things for

to defeat Daniil Medvedev in an epic 5-set match. From his need for water bottles to be arranged 'a certain

which Switzerland is globally renowned: Chocolate, precision timepieces, neutrality, and Roger Federer. The

way' on the court, to his charity work raising $17 million to help the Red Cross’ efforts to support those

last allows the Swiss people to blissfully ignore the third when it comes to discussing where the superstar

impacted by the coronavirus pandemic, this book examines every angle of Rafa as a human being, a model

tennis player ranks in the sport's pantheon. Federer has an enjoyed a playing career that is at the sunset of a

athlete, a serial winner. This definitive work on one of tennis' all time greats is not to be missed!

second decade, and his recent recovery from knee surgery and Renaissance to win the Australian Open in

The Barcelona Complex Simon Kuper 2022-08-16 With rare and unrivaled access, bestselling coauthor of

January 2017 shows that the Swiss maestro still has something left in his bag of tricks, even at age 35. His

Soccernomics and longtime Financial Times journalist Simon Kuper tells the story of how FC Barcelona

18 Grand Slam singles titles are the most of any player in the Open Era. That number is more impressive

became the most successful club in the world—and how that era is now ending FC Barcelona is not just the

considering that his career intersected the sport's history at a time where Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic

world’s highest grossing sports club, it is simply one of the most influential organizations on the planet. At last

tied for second and fourth place in that category with 14 and 12, respectively. These three players have had a

count, it had approximately 214 million social media followers, more than any other sports club except Real

stranglehold on major titles for nearly a generation, winning the Australian Open, French Open, Wimbledon,

Madrid CF—and by one earlier measure, more than all thirty-two NFL teams combined. It has more in

and the U.S. Open a combined 44 times dating to Federer's first Wimbledon crown in summer of 2003. But it

common with multinational megacompanies like Netflix or small nation-states than it does with most soccer

is the elegant Federer who currently stands above the gritty Nadal and the jack-of-all-surfaces Djokovic, due

teams. No wonder its motto is “More than a club.” But it was not always so. In the past three decades,

in large part to his metronome-like consistency at an elite level for more than a decade. On the path to

Barcelona went from a regional team to a global powerhouse, becoming a model of sustained excellence and

becoming arguably the greatest of all time in his sport, Federer's rise was one seen in the distance, starting

beautiful soccer, and a consistent winner of championships. Simon Kuper unravels exactly how this

with his play in juniors. He had to mature from petulant teenager to talented and promising young player on

transformation took place, paying special attention to the club’s two biggest stars, Johan Cruyff and Lionel

the ATP Tour. Federer then had to absorb match and life lessons from his peers to become a better player.

Messi, who is arguably the greatest soccer player of all time. Messi joined Barça at age thirteen and, more

And since the summer following his first victory at the all-England club, Federer's place in tennis lore has

than anyone, has been the engine and standard-bearer of Barcelona’s glory. But his era is coming to an

come by way of reaction and evolution. He has honed his already finely tuned all-around game and enhanced

end—and with it, a once-in-a-lifetime golden run. This book charts Barça’s rise and fall. Like many world-

it with strategy. That often kept him one step ahead of the chasing pack, though now in the autumn of his

beating organizations, FC Barcelona closely guards its secrets, granting few outsiders access to the Camp

playing days, it is helping him try to emerge from it. Tags: roger federer, federer biography, andy murray,

Nou, its legendary home stadium. But after decades of writing about the sport and the club, Kuper was given

novak djokovic, rafael nadal, stan wawrinka, serena williams, wimbledon, australian open, tennis greats,

access to the inner sanctum and the people behind the scenes who strive daily to keep Barcelona at the top.

tennis legends, tennis books, tennis biographies, pete sampras, john mcenroe

Erudite, personal, and capturing all the latest upheavals, his portrait of this incredible institution goes beyond

US Open United States Tennis Association 2018-08-14 Timed to coincide with the US Open’s 50th

soccer to understand FC Barcelona as a unique social, cultural, and political phenomenon.

anniversary, this exquisitely produced book celebrates the most electrifying event in tennis. All of the key

Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal Sebastián Fest 2018-07-10 Since 2004, two names have dominated men’s

moments and unforgettable personalities from the competition’s 50-year history are brought to life by vibrant,

tennis: Rafael Nadal and Roger Federer. Each player is legendary in his own right. The Spanish Nadal is the

exclusive photography. This book provides a comprehensive look at the tournament, from the early years of

winner of sixteen Grand Slam titles, including five consecutive French Open singles titles from 2010-2014,

tennis legends such as Billie Jean King and Arthur Ashe to iconic players such as Roger Federer and Serena

and is the only player ever to win a Grand Slam for ten straight years. Federer, from Switzerland, has spent

Williams. Original contributions from journalists, players, coaches, and notable fans stand alongside gorgeous

over three hundred weeks of his career ranked as the number-one player in the world and has won twenty

photography of the many household names who have made their mark competing on the game’s biggest

Grand Slam titles and two Olympic medals. But neither player’s career would have been nearly as successful

stage. A perfect gift for any tennis fan, this book is a richly visual tribute to the sport, its fans, and its

without the decade-long rivalry that pushed them to rise to the peak of tennis excellence. Nadal and Federer

champions.

have met thirty-eight times over the course of their careers, and have shared the distinction of being ranked

Rafael Nadal Bill Redban 2015-03-13 Discover The Inspirational Story of Tennis Superstar Rafael Nadal!Read

the two best players in the world for an astounding six years in a row from 2005-2009. In Roger Federer and

on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device!You're about to discover the incredibly inspirational

Rafael Nadal, international sports journalist Sebastian Fest uses information gleaned from his numerous

story of tennis superstar Rafael Nadal. If you're reading this then you must be a fan of Rafael, like so many
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others. As a fan, you must wonder how this man is so talented and want to know more about him. Rafael is

rival Roger Federer in the final each time. In 2008 he broke through at Wimbledon, beating Federer to win the

considered to be one of the greatest tennis players ever and it's been an honor to be able to watch him

men's singles title in a spectacular fashion. Here is his unbelievable story.

compete throughout his career. This book will reveal to you much about Rafael's story and the many

Roger Federer Chris Bowers 2010 "For several years, tennis aficionados wondered whether they could really

accomplishments throughout his career.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn... Youth and Family Life

call Roger Federer the greatest ever tennis player. In 2009, Federer ended that debate by completing his

Amateur Career Professional Career and Notable Moments Legacy, Charitable Acts and much more! If you

collection of career Grand Slams and overtaking Pete Sampras' all-time record of 14 major titles. With his

want to learn more about Rafael Nadal, then this book is for you. It will reveal to you many things that you did

olympic gold medal from 2008, Federer is now recognised as the greatest tennis player and has achieved

not know about this incredible tennis star!About the Author:Inspirational Stories is a series aimed at

legendary status in the wider sporting world. This authoritative and affectionate biography traces the rise of

highlighting the great athletes of our society. Our mission is to present the stories of athletes who are not only

Federer, from his first tentative strokes with a tennis racket to how he dealt with being sent away to a training

impactful in their sport, but also great people outside of it. The athletes we write about have gone above and

academy where he struggled to communicate in a French-speaking part of Switzerland; and how he handled

beyond to become impactful in their community and great role models for the youth, all while showing

the sudden death of his first real coach and mentor. It looks at his development as a sportsman and how he

excellence in their profession. We publish concise, easily consumable books that portray the turning points in

has matured into a family man with his marriage to Mirka Vavrinec and the birth of their twin girls. It also

the lives of these great athletes, while also giving the context in which they occurred. Our books are

examines how Roger bounced back from arguably one of the most challenging periods of his career as,

especially great for children who look up to sports figures. Hopefully these athletes can serve as a source of

following a serious illness and a dip in form, his run of successive Wimbledon championship wins was ended

inspiration and their stories can provide life lessons that are practical for fans of any demographic.

and he was toppled from the number one spot by his long-time rival Rafael Nadal. In characteristic style,

Roger Federer A Short Unauthorized Biography Fame Life Bios 2022-02-18 Roger Federer: A Short

Federer silenced his critics by winning the French Open title for the first time, reclaiming his Wimbledon crown

Unauthorized Biography is a short unauthorized biography produced from electronic resources researched

and ending 2009 at the number one position for the fifth time."--Publisher's description.

that includes significant events and career milestones. Ideal for fans of Roger Federer and general readers

The Master Christopher Clarey 2021-08-17 A major biography of the greatest men's tennis player of the

looking for a quick insight about one of today's most intriguing celebrities. This must-read short unauthorized

modern era. There have been other biographies of Roger Federer, but never one with this kind of access to

biography chronicles: Who is Roger Federer Things People Have Said about Roger FedererRoger Federer is

the man himself, his support team, and the most prominent figures in the game, including such rivals as

BornGrowing Up with Roger FedererRoger Federer Personal RelationshipsThe Rise of Roger

Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and Andy Roddick. In THE MASTER, New York Times correspondent

FedererSignificant Career MilestonesRoger Federer Friends and FoesFun Facts About Roger FedererHow

Christopher Clarey sits down with Federer and those closest to him to tell the story of the greatest player in

The World Sees Roger Federer Roger Federer A Short Unauthorized Biography is one of the latest short

men's tennis. Roger Federer has often made it look astonishingly easy through the decades: carving

unauthorized biographies from Fame Life Bios. Check it out now!

backhands, gliding to forehands, leaping for overheads and, in his most gravity-defying act, remaining high on

The Slams Will Swanton 2013 Australian journalist Will Swanton has spent the last year on the trail of Roger

a pedestal in a world of sports rightfully flooded with cynicism. But his path from temperamental, bleach-blond

Federer, Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic for his sixth book, The Slams. Three of the greatest players in

teenager with dubious style sense to one of the greatest, most self-possessed and elegant of competitors has

history: Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic, Rafael Nadal. Three of the most famous athletes on the planet. Four

been a long-running act of will, not destiny. He not only had a great gift. He had grit. Christopher Clarey, one

tournaments: the Australian Open, French Open, Wimbledon and the US Open. The stakes are impossibly

of the top international sportswriters working today, has covered Federer since the beginning of his

high. Djokovic is the world No.1. A survivor of The Blitz in war-torn Serbia has done the impossible by

professional career. He was in Paris on the Suzanne Lenglen Court for Federer's first Grand Slam match and

pushing Federer and Nadal from the peak. Now he must stay there. "I believe," he says. "I just believe that I

has interviewed him exclusively more than any other journalist since his rise to prominence. Here, Clarey

can win." Serbia's president describes Djokovic as the most prominent Serb on Earth. TIME magazine lists

focuses on the pivotal people, places, and moments in Federer's long and rich career: reporting from South

him above US president Barak Obama in its Top 100 Most Influential People In The World. He hurtles

Africa, South America, the Middle East, four Grand Slam tournaments, and Federer's native Switzerland. It

towards sporting immortality as the first man since Rod Laver in 1969 to hold all four slams consecutively -

has been a journey like no other player's, rife with victories and a few crushing defeats, one that has

until one telephone call and family tragedy makes his world cave in. Federer is the most revered and

redefined enduring excellence and made Federer a sentimental favorite worldwide. THE MASTER tells the

successful player of all time but Djokovic and Nadal are trashing his legacy. Ten years since the death of his

story of Federer's life and career on both an intimate and grand scale, in a way no one else could possibly

most important coach, two barren years since he last won a slam, Federer dusts himself off for what could be

do.

the last serious charge of his career. Legends of the game accuse him of lacking the courage to repel the

Rafa Miguel Tadeu Vicentim 2020 What makes a champion? What does it take to be the best in the world at

fearless younger brigade. "Many experts think they know everything," he says. "Sometimes they are right - but

your sport? Rafael Nadal has the answers. In his memoir, written with award-winning journalist John Carlin,

they can also be wrong." One more slam is required to confirm his status as the finest player to ever draw

he reveals the secrets of his game and shares the inspiring personal story behind his success. It begins in

breath. Nadal wrestles unfathomable insecurities and career-threatening injuries to cram in as many slams as

Mallorca, where the tight-knit Nadal family has lived for generations. Coached by his uncle Toni from the age

possible in case his body breaks down and he is forced into the premature retirement he dreads. His mantra

of four and taught humility and respect by his parents, Nadal has managed the uncommon feat of becoming

is simple: "Enjoy the pain." Lurking in the background is Andy Murray, a survivor of the Dunblane Massacre

an acclaimed global celebrity while remaining a gracious, hardworking role model for people in all walks of

desperate for a maiden triumph to exorcise the demons of past failures. Great expectations accompany these

life. Now he takes us behind the scenes, from winning the Wimbledon 2008 final-described by John McEnroe

men into every major championship. Expectations are exceeded. This is a year like no other. The Slams goes

as "the greatest game of tennis" he had ever seen-to the family problems that brought him low in 2009 and

behind closed doors to reveal the rivalries, feuds, personal tragedies and blinding excitement of the most

the numerous injuries that have threatened his career. With candor and intelligence, Nadal brings readers on

ruthless and riveting era in the history of men's professional tennis.

his dramatic and triumphant journey, never losing sight of the prize he values above all others: the unity and

The Circuit Rowan Ricardo Phillips 2018-11-20 Winner of the 2019 PEN/ESPN Award for Literary Sports

love of his family. From RAFA: "During a match, you are in a permanent battle to fight back your everyday

Writing “The Circuit is the best sports book I've read in years, maybe ever.” —Rich Cohen, author of The

vulnerabilities, bottle up your human feelings. The more bottled up they are, the greater your chances of

Chicago Cubs and Monsters “As sports writing goes, The Circuit is unusual in the very best way. Rowan

winning, so long as you've trained as hard as you play and the gap in talent is not too wide between you and

Ricardo Phillips writes with such fluidity, and packs the book with bursts of brilliance. This is a compulsively

your rival. The gap in talent with Federer existed, but it was not impossibly wide. It was narrow enough, even

readable guide to one truly Homeric year of professional tennis.” —John Green, author of The Fault in Our

on his favorite surface in the tournament he played best, for me to know that if I silenced the doubts and

Stars An energetic, lyrical, genre-defying account of the 2017 tennis season. In The Circuit: A Tennis

fears, and exaggerated hopes, inside my head better than he did, I could beat him. You have to cage yourself

Odyssey, the award-winning poet—and Paris Review sports columnist—Rowan Ricardo Phillips chronicles

in protective armor, turn yourself into a bloodless warrior. It's a kind of self-hypnosis, a game you play, with

2017 as seen through the unique prism of its pivotal, revelatory, and historic tennis season. The annual tennis

deadly seriousness, to disguise your own weaknesses from yourself, as well as from your rival."

schedule is a rarity in professional sports in that it encapsulates the calendar year. And like the year, it’s

A Champion's Mind Pete Sampras 2009 The tennis star offers a candid account of his athletic career that

divided into four seasons, each marked by a final tournament: the Grand Slams. Phillips charts the year from

reveals his rise to fame on the court, his most dramatic on-court moments, his famed rivalry with Andre

winter’s Australian Open, where Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal renewed their rivalry in a match for the

Agassi, and the pressures of and lessons learned about success.

ages, to fall’s U.S. Open. Along the way, Phillips paints a new, vibrant portrait of tennis, one that captures not

Bud Collins' Modern Encyclopedia of Tennis Bud Collins 1994 Traces the history of tennis, lists the annual

only the emotions, nerves, and ruthless tactics of the point-by-point game but also the quicksilver movement

results of major tournaments, and discusses the Hall of Fame, official rules, equipment and tennis officials.

of victory and defeat on the tour, placing that sense of upheaval within a broader cultural and social context.

Rafa: My Story Rafael Nadal 2011-08-18 The Sunday Times bestselling autobiography from the greatest

Tennis has long been thought of as an escapist spectacle: a bucolic, separate bauble of life. The Circuit will

tennis player of his generation 'A winner' Independent 'A terrific sporting memoir, full of memorable anecdotes'

convince you that you don’t leave the world behind as you watch tennis—you bring it with you.

New Statesman 'As exciting as Rafa himself' Woman's Own No tennis player since Andre Agassi has

Rafael Nadal Tom Oldfield 2010-06-01 Spanish tennis legend Rafael Nadal was 19 years and two days old

captivated the world like Rafael Nadal. He's a rarity in today's sporting arena - a true sportsman who chooses

when he won the 2005 French Open in his very first appearance at the event. A left-hander with a booming

to let his raw talent, dedication and humility define him. With a remarkable 16 grand slam victories under his

forehand, Nadal had been known as a clay-court specialist since playing his first pro tournaments in 2001. His

belt, and with friend and rival Roger Federer's record haul of 20 in his sights, Nadal is an extraordinary

aggressive style, flowing hair, and muscular build have made him a fan favorite as well. He won his first

competitor whose ferocity on court is made even more remarkable by his grace off it. This book takes us to

singles title in 2004, and had a breakout season in 2005, winning at Monte Carlo, Rome, Barcelona, and

the heart of Nadal's childhood, his growth as a player, and his incredible career. It includes memorable highs

Stuttgart as well as at Roland Garros. He won the French Open again in 2006, 2007, and 2008, defeating

and lows, from victory in the 2008 Wimbledon final - a match that John McEnroe called the 'greatest game of
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tennis ever played' - to the injury problems that have frequently threatened his dominance of the sport, to

leading scholars, the book also contains proverbs, spells, poems, riddles, detailed notes and a comprehensive

becoming the youngest player of the open era to complete a career Grand Slam in 2010. It transports us from

glossary, offering a unique insight into Viking Age culture and beliefs.

Nadal's lifelong home on the island of Majorca to the locker room of Centre Court as he describes in detail

Serve to Win Novak Djokovic 2013 A champion tennis player reveals his dietary secret to optimum fitness,

the pressures of competing in the greatest tournament in the world. It offers a glimpse behind the racquet to

providing weekly menus, mindful eating tips, and recipes to support a gluten-free lifestyle.

learn what really makes this intensely private person - who has never before talked about his home life - tick.

Federer Iain Spragg 2019-05 This superb biography, filled with photographs from his sensationalcareer,

And it provides us with a story that is personal, revealing and every bit as exciting as Nadal himself.

follows Roger Federer from his first steps in tennis in the juniortournaments right through to the main

Rafael Nadal: the Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends Clayton Geoffreys 2017-12-10 Learn the

professional circuit.Federer: Portrait of a Tennis Legend is an illustrated biography of a manwho has graced

Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends, Rafael Nadal! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet

the world of tennis for more than two decades, playingwith grace, panache, and magnificent sportsmanship.

or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for

He who hastranscended tennis to become one of the greatest sportsmen of thetwenty-first century. This

yourself! In Rafael Nadal: The Inspiring Story of One of Tennis' Greatest Legends, you will learn the incredible

portrait illustrates his great rivalries, his greatmatches and his great victories.

story of one of tennis' best players, Rafael Nadal. For the last two decades, three men have dominated the

Federer Roy Brandon 2017-02-28 Attention Tennis Fans: Great Story for Kids to Learn and be Inspired by

game of tennis: Roger Federer, Novak Djokovic, and Rafael Nadal. Nadal will likely go down as the greatest

Roger Federer Fully illustrated children's book of the story of one of the best tennis players Roger Federer

clay-court player to ever grace the court. At the time of this writing, Nadal is just 31 years-old, meaning he will

who overcame all the challenges and became one of the tennis players in history. Perfect gift for any tennis

likely have a few years of his career left to capture more grand slams. In this unauthorized biography, we'll

fan. Perfect inspirational gift for a sporty kid Beautiful graphic for hours of entertainment. The great story of a

explore Nadal's journey to becoming one of the all-time greats, and learn what it has taken him to reach

young boys who follows his dream, works hard and never gives up to finally become one of the greatest

where he is today. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood Junior Years and

tennis players in history Learn the life of Roger Federer, and be inspired to be like him one day. Get this book

Early Career Teenage Years and Early Pro Career Nadal's First Grand Slam Title, the 2005 French Open

now and enjoy the rise to stardom of Roger Federer.

Nadal's Rise to Stardom Nadal's All-Time Rivals Nadal's Personal Life Rafael Nadal's Legacy An excerpt from

The Master Christopher Clarey 2021-08-24 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A major

the book: In the early part of the 21st century, Spain has provided the world with two significant contributions

biography of the most iconic men's tennis player of the modern era. There have been other biographies of

to the sports world. One lasted for nearly a decade, and the second continues to amaze as he enters the

Roger Federer, but never one with this kind of access to the man himself, his support team, and the most

twilight of his career.The first is the Spanish national soccer team, who revolutionized the way the game is

prominent figures in the game, including such rivals as Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and Andy Roddick. In

played thanks to their "tiki-taka" style of quick passing in triangles, emphasis on possession, and intelligent

The Master, New York Times correspondent Christopher Clarey sits down with Federer and those closest to

runs into space that stretched opposing defenses. A group of stars led by Andres Iniesta, Xavi, Gerard Pique,

him to tell the story of the greatest player in men's tennis. Roger Federer has often made it look astonishingly

Sergio Ramos and many others had an unprecedented amount of success as they bracketed a 2010 World

easy through the decades: carving backhands, gliding to forehands, leaping for overheads and, in his most

Cup title with European Championship crowns in both 2008 and 2012. The aesthetic beauty of the tiki-taka in

gravity-defying act, remaining high on a pedestal in a world of sports rightfully flooded with cynicism. But his

which players feint and move in rapid succession as the ball is effortlessly caressed around the pitch is a

path from temperamental, bleach-blond teenager with dubious style sense to one of the greatest, most self-

stark contrast to the violent beauty of Spain's other notable sports export, tennis star Rafael Nadal. A naturally

possessed and elegant of competitors has been a long-running act of will, not destiny. He not only had a

talented yet self-made player, Nadal has turned one of the hardest-hit two-handed shots in the game into a

great gift. He had grit. Christopher Clarey, one of the top international sportswriters working today, has

cottage industry of success. His 15 Grand Slam titles are second all-time to arguably the greatest player in

covered Federer since the beginning of his professional career. He was in Paris on the Suzanne Lenglen

the sport's history and his generational peer Roger Federer. His unrivaled dominance of the clay-court

Court for Federer's first Grand Slam match and has interviewed him exclusively more than any other journalist

surface, highlighted by his record 10 French Open titles, did not just harken the names of Bjorn Borg and

since his rise to prominence. Here, Clarey focuses on the pivotal people, places, and moments in Federer's

Mats Wilander to tennis historians. They also fall in line without debate behind the man known as "Rafa," a

long and rich career: reporting from South Africa, South America, the Middle East, four Grand Slam

spitfire of energy who punctuates his key points with a fist pump and a cry of "Vamos!" In a period when

tournaments, and Federer's native Switzerland. It has been a journey like no other player's, rife with victories

men's tennis was blessed with three of its greatest players, here is the story of the man who not only

and a few crushing defeats, one that has redefined enduring excellence and made Federer a sentimental

challenged greatness but became great himself in the process. This is the story of Rafael Nadal Parera. Tags:

favorite worldwide. The Master tells the story of Federer's life and career on both an intimate and grand scale,

rafael nadal, nadal biography, roger federer, andy murray, novak djokovic, rafael nadal, stan wawrinka, serena

in a way no one else could possibly do.

williams, wimbledon, australian open, tennis greats, tennis legends, tennis books, tennis biographies, pete

Footsteps of Federer Dave Seminara 2021-03-02 Roger Federer could live anywhere in the world, but he

sampras, john mcenroe

always returns to the place he loves most: Switzerland. Dave Seminara is a mad traveler and tennis lifer who

Roger Federer: The Greatest Chris Bowers 2011-05-02 Roger Federer is a legend not only in the world of

has written about Federer for The New York Times and other publications. A pair of autoimmune diseases

tennis but also in the wider sporting arena. With a record-breaking tally of 16 Grand Slam titles to his name,

and a knee surgery kept Dave from playing tennis for years, but as he inched toward recovery, he had a

he shows no sign of slowing down and in 2010 added another Australian Open win to his collection, as well

bright idea: why not start his tennis comeback on hallowed ground—courts that his hero Roger Federer graced

as taking the trophy in the end-of-season ATP World Wide Tour Finals in London. This authoritative and

in Switzerland. Footsteps of Federer is a funny, novella-length account of Seminara’s travels across seven

affectionate biography traces the rise of Federer, from his first tentative strokes with a tennis racket to how he

Swiss cantons in search of insights into Federer’s character, which is inextricably linked to his deep roots in,

dealt with being sent away to a training academy where he struggled to communicate in a French-speaking

and love for, his country. Seminara timed his unique pilgrimage to the 2019 Swiss Indoors, where he had a

part of Switzerland; and how he handled the sudden death of his first real coach and mentor. It looks at his

chance to ask Roger a number of offbeat questions before and after Federer hoisted his record tenth title

development as a sportsman and how he has matured into a family man with his marriage to Mirka Vavrinec

there. Seminara’s Federer pilgrimage took him to Switzerland’s most important abbey, where he prayed with

and the birth of their twin girls. It also examines how Roger bounced back from arguably one of the most

Abbot Urban Federer; to the vineyard of Jakob Federer from Berneck, where the Federer clan originated from;

challenging periods of his career as, following a serious illness and a dip in form, his run of successive

to the stunning villa where Roger and Mirka were married; and to many of the neighborhoods and tennis

Wimbledon championship wins was ended and he was toppled from the number one spot by his long-time

clubs where Roger has lived and trained at over the years.

rival Rafael Nadal. In characteristic style, Federer silenced his critics by winning the French Open title for the

Strokes of Genius L. Jon Wertheim 2009-06-01 The executive editor of Sports Illustrated offers an in-depth

first time, reclaiming his Wimbledon crown and ending 2009 at the number one position for the fifth time.

analysis and behind-the-scenes look at the historic 2008 match between tennis titans. In the 2008 Wimbledon

Federer-Nadal Richard Kent 2013-11-07 Federer-Nadal is a book which deals with the history of the greatest

men’s final, Centre Court was a stage set worthy of Shakespearean drama. Five-time champion Roger

tennis rivalry of all-time, Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal. It takes the reader from their opeing match right

Federer was on track to take his rightful place as the most dominant player in the history of the game. He just

through 2013 and discusses the fact that the 2 have never met at the US Open, but have met at all the other

needed to cling to his trajectory. So, in the last few moments of daylight, Centre Court witnessed a

Majors. It includes interviews with both players as long as comments by some of their other rivals.

coronation. Only it wasn’t a crowning for the Swiss heir apparent but for a swashbuckling Spaniard. Twenty-

Roger Federer René Stauffer 2021-04 René Stauffer has been closely covering Roger Federer's career for

two-year-old Rafael Nadal prevailed, in five sets, in what was, according to the author, “essentially a four-

nearly 25 years. In this comprehensive biography, Stauffer talks at length to the man himself, his family,

hour, forty-eight-minute infomercial for everything that is right about tennis—a festival of skill, accuracy, grace,

friends, coaches and rivals to paint an unrivalled picture of the greatest male tennis player of all time.From his

strength, speed, endurance, determination, and sportsmanship.” It was also the encapsulation of a fascinating

early life in Basel, Switzerland, where he first picked up a tennis racquet, to the heights of his 20th Grand

rivalry, hard fought and of historic proportions. In the tradition of John McPhee’s classic Levels of the Game,

Slam victory and all points in between, Stauffer reveals the secrets to Federer's success, the hardships and

Strokes of Genius deconstructs this defining moment in sport, using that match as the backbone of a

doubts that he has faced and examines the legacy that Federer has created in the modern game.

provocative, thoughtful, and entertaining look at the science, art, psychology, technology, strategy, and

Viking Myths and Sagas Rosalind Kerven 2017-09-15 This definitive and unique collection present thirty-four

personality that go into a single tennis match. With vivid, intimate detail, Wertheim re-creates this epic battle

of the most important Viking myths, heroic legends, and historical sagas, many previously known only within

in a book that is both a study of the mechanics and art of the game and the portrait of a rivalry as dramatic

the academic world. Gods, giantesses, dwarfs, valkyries, ghosts, and dragons mingle with real-life queens,

as that of Ali–Frazier, Palmer–Nicklaus, and McEnroe–Borg. “Deftly touches on all the defining factors of

kings, slaves, lovers, and outlaws. Visions of the mythical creation and end of the world contrast with a

contemporary tennis.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Illuminates a kingdom changing hands. An engrossing

graphic account of the Vikings' discovery of North America. It includes tales of the cursed ring that inspired

book.” —Bud Collins

Tolkien and the story behind Shakespeare's Hamlet. Written by a master storyteller in consultation with

Tennis Science Bruce Elliott 2015-10-26 If you have watched a Grand Slam tennis tournament in the past
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decade, you are probably aware that the game is dominated by just a few international powerhouses. At the

Nova, tennis can unlock magic. Magic that Silla used to save the kingdom long ago and magic that her

conclusion of each tournament, it is likely that you will see Serena Williams atop the women’s podium and a

competitors have been training in for months already. Now, with the world turned against her and the

member of the Big Four—Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal, Novak Djokovic, and Andy Murray—hoisting the trophy

orphanage at stake, Legacy has to learn to use her passion for the game to rise above those around her and

for the men. And while there is not a lot of variety in the outcome of these matches, the game of tennis itself

shine.

has changed drastically over the decades, as developments in technology and conditioning regimens, among

The Outsider Jimmy Connors 2013-05-14 The Outsider is a no-holds-barred memoir by the original bad boy

other factors, have altered the style of play. Underpinning many of these developments is science, and this

of tennis, Jimmy Connors. Connors ignited the tennis boom in the 1970s with his aggressive style of play,

book explains the scientific wonders that take the ball from racket to racket and back again. Each chapter

turning his matches with John McEnroe, Bjorn Borg, and Ivan Lendl into prizefights. But it was his prolonged

explores a different facet of the game—learning, technique, game analysis, the mental edge, physical

dedication to his craft that won him the public’s adoration. He capped off one of the most remarkable runs in

development, nutrition for performance and recovery, staying healthy, and equipment—and is organized

tennis history at the age of 39 when he reached the semifinals of the 1991 U.S. Open, competing against

around a series of questions. How do we learn the ins and outs of hitting the ball in and not out? What are

players half his age. More than just the story of a tennis champion, The Outsider is the uncensored account

the main technological developments and software programs that can be used to assist in performance and

of Connors' life, from his complicated relationship with his formidable mother and his storybook romance with

notational analysis in tennis? What role does sports psychology play in developing a tennis player? What is

tennis legend Chris Evert, to his battles with gambling and fidelity that threatened to derail his career and his

the role of fluid replacement for the recreational, junior, and professional player? What rule changes have

long-lasting marriage to Playboy playmate Patti McGuire. When he retired from tennis twenty years ago,

been made with respect to the racket, ball, and ball-court interaction to maintain the integrity of the game in

Connors all but disappeared from public view. In The Outsider, he is back at the top of his game, and as

the face of technological change? Each question is examined with the aid of explanatory diagrams and

feisty, outspoken, and defiant as ever. This autobiography includes original color photographs from the author.

illustrations, and the book can be used to search for particular topics, or read straight through for a

Federer and Me William Skidelsky 2016-05-03 "First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Yellow Jersey

comprehensive overview of how player and equipment work together. Whether you prefer the grass courts of

Press"--Title page verso.

Wimbledon, the clay courts of the French Open, or the hard courts of the US and Australian Opens, Tennis

Fedegraphica: A Graphic Biography of the Genius of Roger Federer Mark Hodgkinson 2018-05-24 FEDERER

Science is a must-have for anyone interested in the science behind a winning game.

is almost universally recognised as the greatest tennis player of all time; he might also be the greatest athlete.

Pete Sampras: Greatness Revisited Steve Flink 2020-09 Pete Sampras is a central figure in the history of

Adored around the world, Federer has become one of sport's most iconic and popular figures. In this

tennis, the dominant force in the game during the 1990's, and the greatest American male player of all time.

innovative graphic biography, Federer's genius is explored and celebrated like never before, with beautiful

Gradually, after a fairytale finish to his career when he won the 2002 U.S. Open, Sampras was somewhat

infographics looking at his serving patterns, the speed of his shots, the spin he generates, his movement, as

forgotten by fans who were exhilarated by the exploits of Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal and Novak Djokovic. In

well as his performance in high-pressure situations such as tiebreaks and Grand Slam finals. Federer's

this career biography of the redoubtable Sampras, Hall of Fame author and historian Steve Flink recaptures

astonishing records - no man has won more majors, or spent more weeks as the world number one - are also

the magic of the man, recalling the supreme hold he had on his era, bringing this singularly gifted player

showcased against his rivals and the legends of the game. Drawing on his conversations with Federer, as

vividly back to life. Flink portrays Sampras as a rare champion who was in many ways larger than the game

well as exclusive interviews with those close to the Swiss, Mark Hodgkinson tells the story of how a young

he played.

hothead from Basel transformed himself into a calm and poised athlete who came to dominate tennis. And

Seeing Serena Gerald Marzorati 2021-06-15 A riveting, revealing portrait of tennis champion and global icon

who, while deep in his thirties, has continued to seek improvements, to challenge men many years younger

Serena Williams that combines biography, cultural criticism, and sports writing to offer “a deep, satisfying

than him and to contend for the sport's biggest prizes. The infographics, stunning photography and insight

meditation” (The New York Times) on the most consequential athlete of her time. There has never been an

and analysis - from Federer's rivals, idols, coaches and members of his inner circle - will give you a new

athlete like Serena Williams. She has dominated women’s tennis for two decades, changed the way the game

appreciation of his greatness and how his tennis has moved so many people.

is played, and—by inspiring Naomi Osaka, Coco Gauff, and others—changed, too, the racial makeup of the pro

Winning Ugly Brad Gilbert 2013-05-28 The tennis classic from Olympic gold medalist and ESPN analyst Brad

game. But Williams’s influence has not been confined to the tennis court. As a powerful Black woman who

Gilbert, now featuring a new introduction with tips drawn from the strategies of Roger Federer, Novak

struggled to achieve and sustain success, she has emerged as a cultural icon, figuring in conversations about

Djokovic, Serena Williams, Andy Murray, and more, to help you outthink and outplay your toughest opponents

body image, working mothers, and more. Seeing Serena chronicles Williams’s return to tennis after giving

A former Olympic medalist and now one of ESPN’s most respected analysts, Brad Gilbert shares his timeless

birth to her daughter—from her controversial 2018 US Open final against Naomi Osaka through a 2020

tricks and tips, including “some real gems” (Tennis magazine) to help both recreational and professional

season that unfolded against a backdrop of a pandemic and protests over the killing of Black men and

players improve their game. In the new introduction to this third edition, Gilbert uses his inside access to

women by the police. Gerald Marzorati, who writes about tennis for The New Yorker, travels to Wimbledon

analyze current stars such as Serena Williams and Rafael Nadal, showing readers how to beat better players

and to Compton, California, where Serena and her sister Venus learned to play. He talks with former

without playing better tennis. Written with clarity and wit, this classic combat manual for the tennis court has

women’s tennis greats, sports and cultural commentators—and Serena herself. He observes Williams from

become the bible of tennis instruction books for countless players worldwide.

courtside, on the red carpet, in fashion magazines, on social media. He sees her and writes about her

Roger Federer Peter Bodo 2012-06-30 Well-known sports journalist and writer of the #1 tennis blog on the

prismatically—reflecting on her many, many facets. The result is an “enlightening…keen analysis” (The

web, TennisWorld, Peter Bodo's newest eBook is devoted to the player who holds six Wimbledon titles and

Washington Post) and energetic narrative that illuminates Serena’s singular status as the greatest women’s

countless others, Olympic gold medalist Roger Federer. With his unique insights into The Mighty Fed’s

tennis player of all time and a Black woman with a global presence like no other.

playing style, greatest rivalries, stunning winning streak (and possible decline), and even his fashion choices,

The Greatest Tennis Matches of All Time Steve Flink 2012-06-01 Looks at the history of some of the best

Bodo chronicles the golden middle period of Federer’s career, 2006-2009. Including interviews with Federer

tennis matches, focusing on breaking down, analyzing, and putting historical context into each match.

himself, this book provides a quick-paced, passionate look at tennis’s greatest superstar.

Legacy and the Queen Kobe Bryant 2019-09-03 From the mind of basketball legend and Academy

Rafael Nadal Belmont and Belcourt Biographies 2012-06-01 Rafael Nadal is one of the greatest players in the

Award–winning storyteller Kobe Bryant comes a new tale of finding your inner magic against all odds. GAME.

history of tennis. Most fans are aware of his double digit Grand Slam titles and his Career Golden Slam, but

SET. MAGIC. Game – Tennis means life and death for the residents of the magical kingdom of Nova, and for

in order to truly understand Rafael Nadal, you must first understand where he came from. "Rafael Nadal: An

twelve-year-old Legacy, it’s the only thing getting her through the long days taking care of the other kids at

Unauthorized Biography" explores Nadal's upbringing and details his breakthrough into professional tennis, all

the orphanage. That’s all about to change when she hears about Silla’s tournament. Set – Silla, the ruler of

the way through his 2012 victories at the Monte-Carlo Rolex Masters and the Barcelona Open. Nadal's

Nova, hosts an annual tournament for the less fortunate of her citizens to come and prove themselves and

exceptional talents have fans and critics alike wondering where his career will take him next. Inside, you will

win entrance to the Academy, where they can train to compete at nationals. The prize is Silla’s favor and

discover where it all started and learn why so many fans love Nadal so much. From family to tennis to the

enough cash to keep open the orphanage, and Legacy has her heart set on both. Magic – What Legacy has

future, all you need to know about Rafael Nadal is right here, right now, in the most up to date coverage of

yet to know is that the other players have something besides better skills and more money than she does. In

Rafael Nadal's life.
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